ADDENDUM

Peoria Park District
Planning, Design and Construction Department
1314 N. Park Road
Peoria, IL  61604
Telephone: (309) 686-3386

PROJECT TITLE:  The Peoria PlayHouse
Children’s Museum Exhibit Fabrication

ISSUANCE DATE: 2/11/14

LOCATION:  Glen Oak Pavilion

CLARIFICATIONS:

General Questions
Question:  On matrix, SP353-1, item description is “Chicken talk repeater”, but this item is also called out in AVP353-1, should we ignore word “repeater” in SP353-1.
Answer:  Yes, please price the item only once.

Question:  On matrix, SP611-4Appear / Disappear activity calls out quantity of two (2). Plan view drawing 610A only indicates one (1), please clarify.
Answer:  You are correct there is only one.

Question:  On matrix, SP631-1 for Train there are areas with dashed lines and notes “scenic element”. Please clarify what these scenic elements are.
Answer:  Drawing 632 B shows items in black that are considered 3 dimensional. The buildings in relief along the wall can be CNC routed direct to print clear coated panels. The farm and clock tower should be small scale reproductions. No more than 6” tall painted/clear coated hardwood with the same/similar level of detail shown on the building relief described above. (The dashed lines are the train pieces the Owner will provide the fabricator to install.)

The proposed Contract Documents for this Work are modified as follows:

I.  DRAWINGS:
N/A

II.  PROJECT MANUAL/SPECIFICATIONS/GENERAL CONDITIONS/ETC.:
N/A

III.  INVITATION TO PROPOSERS:
N/A

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 4

(Addendum may be bound into Project Manual, attached to front cover, faxed, mailed, emailed, on website or delivered to proposers.)